Below are the updates for activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of November 4, 2013..............

*Gaut Pad  – #4A, B, C, D turned into production.  #4E, F, G waiting on horizontal rig.

*Mamont South 1 Pad  - Horizontal rig is on pad.  TD’d #1D well.  Walked rig to #1E (2 of 5) and currently R/U for pressure testing.

*Shaw Pad  – Drilled to vertical TD.  Waiting on horizontal rig.

*Mamont South 1 Pad Pipeline – Stream permits were approved, and the project is out for bid.  Construction of 1.5 miles of one 10” steel gas pipeline and one 6” Flexsteel water pipeline is planned to start after Thanksgiving.

*Mamont Compressor Site – Update to follow.